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Molecular biologic techniques exploit genetic features of individual Mycobacterium tuberculosis organisms to generate patterns of DNA so strain specific they have been called ''DNA fingerprints.'' If the M. tuberculosis isolates from more than one person have the same DNA pattern, transmission may have occurred between them. If the DNA pattern of a person's M. tuberculosis does not match any others, it is assumed that the patient's disease resulted from reactivation of a dormant strain acquired in another time and/or place. The IS6110-based restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) genetic fingerprint of M. tuberculosis is characterized by both the number of IS6110 copies in the genome (determining how many ''bands'' are in the fingerprint) and the molecular weight of the genetic fragment containing each IS6110 element (determining the location of each band) (1). To decide if 2 fingerprints match, one must compare the number and molecular weights of the bands (2) .
However, the bacterial genotype can change slightly from random mutation during replication, transmission, and replication in the next host. These mutations can result in a fingerprint pattern change, due to a band appearance, disappearance, or shift (3). Thus, although transmission between 2 people may have occurred, the bacteria they harbor begin to diverge genetically. This can produce one or multiple band differences, leading to the erroneous conclusion that they were not originally infected with the same strain.
Most molecular epidemiologic work investigating tuberculosis transmission ignores the issue of fingerprint pattern change or deals with it in an ad hoc manner. For instance, in some studies, transmission is inferred only from identical fingerprints, while others permit slight differences (here, a secondary typing method may also be used) (4, 5) , and some use the genetic distance, a quantitative measure of the difference between 2 genotypes (5-7). Clearly, mutation of M. tuberculosis does occur and results in fingerprint pattern changes. Importantly, the estimated proportion of cases due to recent transmission depends heavily on how these changes are accounted for (6, 8, 9) . In this work, we systematically investigate how the matching method, actual change rate, transmission rate, and genetic diversity of M. tuberculosis might affect estimates of recent transmission.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used statistical simulations to investigate 1) the sensitivity and specificity of various definitions of a match based on RFLP fingerprints and 2) how these definitions affected estimates of recent transmission. We studied 3 methods used to define a match. 1) In exact matching, we classified fingerprints with exactly the same number and location of bands as matching. This is the strictest criterion and assumes that no fingerprint changes have taken place. 2) In band addition, band loss, band shift (BABLBS), we classified fingerprints with up to 1 difference (i.e., an additional, lost, or shifted band) as matching. This criterion allows for fingerprint changes in an ad hoc way. 3) In genetic distance, the number of differences (d) between 2 fingerprints is counted:
where n and m are the number of bands in the fingerprints being compared (1 m n), and k is the number of shared bands (k m) (5). In some applications, genetic distance is defined as the number of changes (d) divided by the presumed change rate (k, in changes/band/unit time), giving rise to the putative length of time since the fingerprints diverged from a common ancestor (5) . In others, genetic distance is defined as the absolute number of changes (d) (7) and is loosely interpreted as the proportion of bands that differ. The genetic distance calculation assumes that the probability of a fingerprint pattern change increases with the number of bands in the fingerprint (5). Depending on some cutoff, fingerprints can be declared as matching by using genetic distance (GD); that is, if the genetic distance for 2 fingerprints is less than the cutoff, transmission is inferred. For example, common practice is to use k ¼ 0.0037 changes/band/month and a cutoff of 30; that is, fingerprints with GD ¼ d 0:0037 <30 are considered matching (5) . Because this calculation requires an estimate of the unknown change rate k, we were interested in exploring how dependent transmission inferred by genetic distance was to this rate (k). In preliminary simulations, we experimented with setting k to the true (correct) change rate versus half or double the true change rate, as well as using 30 as the cutoff. However, this resulted in very poor sensitivity (not shown), unless the GD cutoff 3 k % 0.1 (which is the case when k ¼ 0.0037 changes/band/month and the cutoff ¼ 30). That is, to achieve acceptable sensitivity, the cutoff used must depend on the estimate of k. To avoid this problem, we focused on exploring the performance of GD ¼ d, with cutoff ¼ 0.1, and performed sensitivity analyses using a cutoff ¼ 0.2 or 0.3.
Data generation
Base set of fingerprints. A base set of simulated fingerprints was generated on the basis of data from all tuberculosis cases genetically typed with 6 or more bands in Montreal, Canada, from 1993 to 1997, in 3 steps. First, the empirical distribution of the number of bands was used to generate the number of bands for each fingerprint. Second, the weight of the first band was generated from the empirical distribution of observed first band weights. Finally, subsequent bands were generated by using the empirical distribution of increments between bands, depending on total number of bands and band number. The empirical distribution of increments was the difference between weights of adjacent bands. Depending on the true transmission rate, the base set of fingerprints contained 1,000, 895, or 789 distinct fingerprints (corresponding to a 5%, 15%, or 25% transmission rate, respectively) to ensure that the same proportion of fingerprints was selected from the pool in each scenario.
Varying background heterogeneity of fingerprints. We varied the background heterogeneity of fingerprints. In the first case, very few fingerprints matched by chance (high heterogeneity). In the ''moderate heterogeneity'' scenario, 15% of fingerprints were based on 1-band changes of a fingerprint already included in the pool (meaning that up to 30% of fingerprints might closely resemble other fingerprints by chance). In the ''low heterogeneity'' scenario, 40% of fingerprints were 1-band mutations of a fingerprint already included in the pool.
Generating data sets for analysis. To create data sets for analysis, we simulated the fingerprint collection process in Montreal, using a cyclical approach representing months of study. In each month, on average, 10 new subjects were generated (consistent with observed data in Montreal), over 60 months. Depending on the transmission rate input, some subjects were deemed due to reactivation and were assigned a fingerprint from the pool (refer to ''Base set of fingerprints''). (Depending on the background heterogeneity, these subjects could end up having a genetic match in the final data set). The others were deemed due to recent transmission, paired with a transmitter that had already been generated, and assigned the same fingerprint as their transmitter.
We generated a period of transmission, during which the subject was assumed to be contagious and transmitting, from a lognormal distribution (mean ¼ 1.1 (standard deviation, 0.5) months, on the log scale). In practice, this gave a mean duration equal to about 3 months, with 1.4% and 8.3% having durations of less than 1 month or longer than 6 months, respectively. Subjects with a longer period of transmission had a greater chance of being selected as the transmitter.
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Mutating fingerprints. Following this, the number of fingerprint changes was generated from a Poisson distribution with a rate that depended on the number of bands in the fingerprint (5), the number of months during which a change could occur (assumed equal to the number of months of transmission), and the actual fingerprint change rate. We also relaxed this assumption so that the change rate did not depend on the number of bands in the fingerprint.
The type of mutation was assigned randomly and with equal probability to be a band addition, loss, or shift. For band loss, a randomly selected band was deleted. For band addition, an additional band, chosen from the base set of fingerprints, was selected. For band shift, a randomly selected band had a randomly generated quantity from a normal distribution (mean ¼ 200, standard deviation, 25) added (or subtracted, with equal probability). This distribution was chosen arbitrarily but should not affect results substantially.
Outcomes of interest
For each simulated data set, the 3 matching criteria were applied. We estimated the sensitivity (i.e., probability that a match is found, given that transmission occurred) and the specificity (i.e., probability that no match is found, given that transmission did not occur) of each matching method (exact, BABLBS, genetic distance). We estimated the proportion of cases attributed to recent transmission using each method based on the recent transmission index (RTIn). The RTIn is calculated as the number of subjects belonging to a cluster (i.e., with a matching genotype) divided by the total number of subjects (10, 11) .
Simulation study parameters
We varied parameters that might influence the sensitivity and specificity of the matching methods: the true recent transmission rate, fingerprint pattern change rate, and background genetic diversity. The true proportion of cases due to recent transmission was set at 5%, 15%, and 25% (i.e., corresponding to true RTIn ¼ 10%, 30%, or 50%, respectively, if cluster sizes were always 2). This range of RTIn is similar to values estimated in real-life settings (12) (13) (14) (15) . The fingerprint change rate has been estimated ranging from 0.005 up to 0.1 changes per fingerprint per year (3, (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . We varied the change rate from 0.000001 to 0.02 changes per month per band. This range encompasses previous estimates, given that the average number of bands was around 12, while extending it to contain some lower and higher values. Background genetic diversity was high, moderate, or low as described previously. Background heterogeneity of fingerprints varies widely across different geographic settings. In Montreal, because cases of tuberculosis come from over 80 countries, background genetic heterogeneity is believed to be quite high (12) . On the other hand, in the Inuit populations of northern Quebec, Canada, it is very low (15) . For each combination of parameters, 300 data sets were generated, consisting of roughly 600 subjects each. Data generation and analyses were performed by using R language (21) . Fingerprint matching was performed in C language, by using the align-and-count algorithm (2) . Figures 1 and 2 show the estimated sensitivity and specificity for exact, BABLBS, and genetic distance (with cutoff ¼ 0.1) matching for various true RTIn, change rates, and background heterogeneity.
RESULTS

Sensitivity and specificity of matching methods
Effect of fingerprint change rate. The sensitivity of exact, BABLBS, and genetic distance matching declined as the change rate increased, although less dramatically for BABLBS and genetic distance than for exact matching. Sensitivity was much higher for BABLBS matching than for exact matching (Figure 1 ). When genetic heterogeneity was high, the fingerprint pattern change rate had no effect on specificity (Figure 2) . However, when background genetic heterogeneity was moderate or low, specificity was higher when the change rate was higher, especially for BABLBS and genetic distance matching. This is because, in subjects whose fingerprints matched by chance, due to lower genetic diversity a fingerprint change could result in their being correctly classified as ''not due to recent transmission.'' When the overall change rate for a fingerprint did not depend on the number of bands, the results were similar (data not shown).
Effect of background genetic heterogeneity. The specificity of exact matching varied slightly depending on the background heterogeneity of genotypes, although it was always high ( Figure 2 ). As expected, specificity was lower for genetic distance and BABLBS matching than for exact matching, and this difference was more pronounced when genetic diversity was lower (Figure 2 ). Background genetic diversity had no effect on sensitivity (Figure 1) .
Effect of true level of recent transmission. The sensitivity and specificity of all matching methods were higher when the true underlying tuberculosis-transmission rate was higher.
Effect of changing the cutoff for genetic distance. For genetic distance, the sensitivity decreased as the cutoff for putative transmission decreased. The specificity for genetic distance decreased as the cutoff increased, as expected (data not shown). Using genetic distance with a cutoff ¼ 0.1 resulted in sensitivity and specificity between those obtained by using exact matching and BABLBS (Figures 1 and 2 ), while using a cutoff ¼ 0.3 gave similar sensitivity and specificity as those obtained by using BABLBS (data not shown).
The variability of estimates of sensitivity, specificity, and recent transmission was similar and small across the simulated data sets for any given combination of parameters (data not shown). Figure 3 presents the percent bias for estimated recent transmission (as measured by RTIn) for exact matching, BABLBS, and genetic distance with cutoff ¼ 0.1, for 2 levels of recent transmission, various change rates, and 3 levels of background genetic heterogeneity.
Estimating the RTIn
Effect of fingerprint pattern change rate. At the highest change rates, RTIn was underestimated by the exact matching criterion, regardless of the background level of heterogeneity. RTIn was overestimated to a lesser degree for BABLBS matching, as the change rate increased (Figure 3 ). Effect of background heterogeneity. As background heterogeneity decreased, RTIn was overestimated by all matching criteria, although BABLBS and genetic distance with cutoff ¼ 0.1 performed more poorly than exact matching.
Effect of true level of recent transmission. RTIn was more biased when estimated via BABLBS or genetic distance, if the true rate of recent transmission was low (Figure 3) .
Effect of changing the cutoff for genetic distance. Increasing the genetic distance cutoff to 0.2 produced results between those obtained with genetic distance with a cutoff of 0.1 and BABLBS. By use of a cutoff of 0.3, the results for genetic distance were quite similar to those obtained by using BABLBS (data not shown). Table 1 shows the estimated RTIn for exact and BABLBS matching for various change rates, transmission rates, and background heterogeneity. When background heterogeneity was high, using exact matching underestimated the RTIn, and the degree of underestimation increased as the change rate increased. Conversely, using BABLBS matching overestimated the RTIn slightly when the change rate and transmission rate were low, but at high change rates or transmission rates, BABLBS also underestimated RTIn. When background heterogeneity was lower, BABLBS overestimated low transmission rates substantially. The discrepancy in RTIn when estimated by exact versus BABLBS matching was smallest when background heterogeneity was high, and it increased as background heterogeneity decreased.
Comparing estimated RTIn for exact and BABLS matching
DISCUSSION
In this research, we investigated the performance of various methods for assigning matches to M. tuberculosis genotypes (thus implying recent transmission). We found that, although specificity was always high, sensitivity of exact matching decreased as the change rate increased with a corresponding underestimation of recent transmission (RTIn) at the highest change rates. Conversely, BABLBS matching had better sensitivity than exact matching as the change rate increased, but specificity suffered when background genetic heterogeneity decreased.
Results using genetic distance with a cutoff of 0.1 were usually between those produced by exact and BABLBS matching. The genetic distance approach counts shifts as 2 changes, resulting in a more stringent criterion than BABLBS matching.
These results suggest that, if background heterogeneity is low (8, 15) , care should be taken to use the most stringent matching criterion to prevent low specificity and a corresponding overestimation of recent transmission. On the other hand, if background heterogeneity is high (12, 22) , accounting for fingerprint pattern change may be more important to prevent low sensitivity and corresponding underestimation of recent transmission.
Our results suggest that the absolute number of changes (i.e., genetic distance ¼ d; refer to equation 1 with cutoff near 0.1) should be used, rather than genetic distance ¼ d/k. This is because using genetic distance ¼ d/k gave very poor results if the cutoff was not chosen so that genetic distance cutoff 3 k % 0.1. However, using genetic distance ¼ d with a slightly higher or lower cutoff could accommodate situations where higher sensitivity or higher specificity is desired.
In other investigations, the proportion of cases clustered increased from 39% to 54% (8) and from 27% to 49% (9), depending on whether exact matching was used or if slight fingerprint differences were tolerated when inferring transmission. In Montreal, the RTIn was found to be 4% when exact matching was used and 18% when BABLBS matching was used (12) . Differences of this magnitude were not seen when comparing RTIn estimated by using exact matching or BABLBS matching for high genetic heterogeneity and low rates of transmission (Table 1) , even at the highest fingerprint change rates investigated (and considered unlikely given the range of previous change-rate estimates (3, (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) ); while when the genetic diversity was lower, differences of that magnitude were seen.
Indeed, Table 1 provides some insights for interpreting RTIn calculated by using exact or BABLBS matching in different contexts. For example, in a setting with high genetic heterogeneity and low transmission (such as Montreal), similar estimates of RTIn were found when exact or BABLBS matching was used (0.08 vs. 0.12), assuming a change rate of 0.003 changes/month/band. The estimates were also relatively close, when heterogeneity and transmission were high (e.g., Cape Town, although there, recent transmission is much higher than the transmission rate used here (7)): RTIn ,exact ¼ 0.21 versus RTIn ,BAB ¼ 0.27. However, when transmission was high but background heterogeneity was low, such as the Inuit populations of northern Quebec (15), the estimates were RTIn ,exact ¼ 0.35 vs. RTIn ,BAB ¼ 0.64. The biggest discrepancy was found when heterogeneity and transmission were low (e.g., Arkansas (23)): RTIn ,exact ¼ 0.12 vs. RTIn ,BAB ¼ 0.47. These results show that the choice of matching definition and the interpretation of genetic matching results must depend on the context in which the cases arose in terms of the background genetic diversity and extent of transmission. In settings in which the background heterogeneity has been shown to be low (15, 24, 25) , using a laxer matching criterion may result in many spurious findings of recent transmission.
Scott et al. (26) concluded that poor sensitivity of RFLP probably resulted in underestimates of clustering, given Figure 3 . Percent bias in estimated rate of recent transmission index (RTIn) ((estimated RTIn À true RTIn)/true RTIn 3 100%) by fingerprintpattern change rate (changes/band/month), for high RTIn ¼ 0.5 (upper) and low RTIn ¼ 0.1 (lower) and high, moderate, and low background genetic heterogeneity (left, middle, and right columns, respectively), for exact matching (black bars); ''band-addition, band-loss, band-shift'' matching (striped bars); and genetic distance with cutoff ¼ 0.1 (gray bars) in a simulated study of Montreal, Canada, data from 1993 to 1997. Results are based on 300 generated data sets for each combination of parameters. Confidence intervals were very tight and so are not presented.
Montreal's high genetic diversity. Indeed, we have shown that RTIn is underestimated when exact matching is used in a setting with high genetic heterogeneity, except when the change rate is very low, because the sensitivity of exact matching decreases as the change rate increases. Because this work was simulation based, we knew the true associations in the simulated data, which permitted us to compare and evaluate the proposed approaches. Moreover, we were able to vary key parameters such as background genetic heterogeneity, the actual rate of recent transmission, the fingerprint change rate, and the criteria used to define a match.
Limitations include the biologic plausibility of the assumptions made during data generation; for example, the change rate depended on the number of bands in the fingerprint. We also assumed a constant change rate over time and that changes took place only during the period of contagion (lasting from transmission or reactivation of tuberculosis until diagnosis). There is evidence to suggest that the mutation rate is near zero during latency (27) , but it might not be constant (3, 28) . However, we believe this would change our findings very little. We did not investigate the impact of missing cluster members, instead assuming that we had captured them all. In community studies, incomplete ascertainment has a major impact on estimates of transmission and can bias inference about predictors of transmission (11, 13) . In addition, it may be difficult to determine which scenario for genetic heterogeneity and true transmission is most likely for any real-life data, although we have investigated a comprehensive range in every case. Finally, a genotypic match may represent transmission that occurred in the remote past, depending on the population where the study is carried out. Our simulations did not account for this possibility, although we believe that this would not affect our results substantively. Despite these limitations, we believe the insights offered by this work are important, and that the range of scenarios investigated can give some idea of the uncertainty surrounding estimated transmission and the potential for discordant results according to the matching method used. Finally, although 3 techniques are commonly used to characterize the genome of M. tuberculosis (spoligotyping, mycobacterial interspersed repetitive units, and RFLP (1)), we focused only on the last.
Before the advent of genetic fingerprinting of M. tuberculosis, the prevailing wisdom was that tuberculosis in industrialized countries reflected reactivation rather than recent transmission. We now know that ongoing transmission does occur; the only question is how much (8, 12, 15) . Using RFLP fingerprinting with exact matching to infer recent transmission is straightforward, but when genetic heterogeneity of M. tuberculosis is high results in an underestimation (29) , the magnitude of which depends on the fingerprint pattern change rate as demonstrated here. Abundant evidence suggests that the tuberculosis fingerprint changes over time and across transmission chains. We demonstrated that how the change rate is accounted for may make a dramatic difference in estimates of recent transmission and, hence, have substantial implications for public health intervention.
Molecular biologic techniques have revolutionized our understanding of tuberculosis transmission. Despite a decade of progress, there remain substantial challenges in interpreting the interaction among the background heterogeneity of tuberculosis genotypes, the continuing evolution of those genotypes, and the criteria used to infer transmission. We have shown that interpretation of molecular epidemiologic data hinges on assumptions about the level of background heterogeneity, the fingerprint change rate, and the criteria used to define a match. These challenges make it difficult to estimate with confidence the extent of transmission, and they indicate a need to develop measures of recent transmission that account for genetic heterogeneity and fingerprint pattern change rate.
